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Abstract
Models that demonstrate environmental regulation as a consequence of organism and environment coupling all require a number of
core assumptions. Many previous models, such as Daisyworld, require that certain environment-altering traits have a selective advantage
when those traits also contribute towards global regulation. We present a model that results in the regulation of a global environmental
resource through niche construction without employing this and other common assumptions. There is no predetermined environmental
optimum towards which regulation should proceed assumed or coded into the model. Nevertheless, polymorphic stable states that resist
perturbation emerge from the simulated co-evolution of organisms and environment. In any single simulation a series of different stable
states are realised, punctuated by rapid transitions. Regulation is achieved through two main subpopulations that are adapted to slightly
different resource values, which force the environmental resource in opposing directions. This maintains the resource within a
comparatively narrow band over a wide range of external perturbations. Population driven oscillations in the resource appear to be
instrumental in protecting the regulation against mutations that would otherwise destroy it. Sensitivity analysis shows that the regulation
is robust to mutation and to a wide range of parameter settings. Given the minimal assumptions employed, the results could reveal a
mechanism capable of environmental regulation through the by-products of organisms.
r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is now widely accepted that organisms and their
environment co-evolve. By their very nature, organisms
affect their habitat through the consumption, transforma-
tion and excretion of resources. The scale of these effects
may differ signiﬁcantly in space and time. For example,
burrowing earthworms change the composition of local soil
(Lee, 1985), whereas the ampliﬁcation of silicate rock
weathering by plant life has resulted in the reduction in the
atmospheric concentration of CO2 by 10–100 times.
Without the latter effect, the surface temperature of the
Earth would be much higher, perhaps in excess of 501C
(Schwartzman and Volk, 1989). The effects that organisms
have on their environment, which have been referred to as
‘niche construction’ (Laland et al., 1996), can modify
selective pressures and inﬂuence the course of evolution.
For example, niche construction can maintain or destroy
stable polymorphisms, allow otherwise deleterious alleles
to reach ﬁxation, introduce an effect of evolutionary
momentum, and inﬂuence dis-equilibrium (Laland et al.,
1996, 1999; Silver and Di Paolo, 2006). Niche construction
models have focused on the consequences of the organism/
environment coupling for the evolution of a population.
Investigation into environmental regulation as a potential
consequence of this coupling has centred on the Gaia
theory.
Gaia theory proposes that the system consisting of life,
the oceans, atmosphere, and materials on the surface of the
Earth is self-regulating, maintaining certain environmental
variables within the limits necessary to sustain widespread
life (Lovelock, 1988). The theory has remained somewhat
controversial and has been the subject of a pointed critique.
Some thought the theory teleological, implying foresight
and planning on the part of the biota in order to maintain
regulation. The debate is centred, however, on why
organisms that are the product of Darwinian evolution,
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should act in ways that are beneﬁcial to the biota
(Dawkins, 1986).
Daisyworld (Watson and Lovelock, 1983) is a mathe-
matical model designed to address some of these concerns.
The name ‘Daisyworld’ refers to an imaginary planet that
is warmed by a sun, and populated by black and white
daisies that together regulate global temperature. The
model is usually presented showing regulation around the
optimal temperature for daisy growth despite increasing
solar luminosity. Both the black and white daisies have an
identical temperature-dependent growth function. This
takes the form of an upside-down parabola that peaks at
the optimum temperature for growth and declines on either
side towards zero. Due to their lower albedo, black daisies
absorb more solar energy than either white daisies or bare
ground. In a cool environment, the solar energy that black
daisies absorb causes their local temperature to rise. This
increases their growth rate and generates a feedback loop
with their rising numbers further warming the environ-
ment. This positive feedback on black daisy growth
continues until the global temperature overshoots and
subsequently stabilises close to the value that produces the
highest daisy growth rate. Negative feedback constrains
any further growth of black daisies, as further increases in
temperature would now decrease their growth rate. The
white daisies have a similarly regulatory effect and selective
advantage in higher temperatures through cooling their
environment. Environmental regulation in Daisyworld is
achieved without recourse to teleology by the varying
proportional coverage of black and white daisies.
There have been a number of modiﬁcations and
extensions to the original Daisyworld model (see Wood
et al., 2008 for a review). These and other models typically
show regulation of environmental variables, such as
temperature, through the interaction of individual species
with each other and their environment. However, the
regulation in each of these models requires a number of
core assumptions. Lovelock (1988) and Lenton (2004) have
both pointed out that the minimal requirements for global
regulation may be life with its properties of growth and
environmental alterations (A1), and bounds of habitability
for life (A2). However, most mathematical models,
simulations, and many explanations, invoke some of the
following extra assumptions. Gaia theory models often
presuppose niche construction traits that provide a
selective advantage or disadvantage to the individual
(A3). Often when such a trait has a selective advantage in
a certain environment, it also improves environmental
conditions for the whole population (A4). This is often
implemented by allowing niche construction traits to have
a stronger local than global effect (A5). In Daisyworld, for
example, each daisy effectively maintains a distinct local
environment that is crucial to the functioning of the model
(Saunders, 1994). Most Gaia theory models also feature a
single ﬁxed environmental state at which maximum ﬁtness
(or growth rate) is obtained. For example, in Daisyworld
this takes the form of a temperature that gives maximum
daisy growth; whereas in Downing and Zvirinsky’s (1999)
simulation of regulation in chemical cycling networks,
ﬁtness is measured in relation to a preset ratio of chemicals.
This assumption also employed in Daisyworld models in
which the daisies can adapt towards the prevailing
temperature such as Lenton and Lovelock (2000) and
Wood et al. (2006). Both models use a similar growth
function, which encodes a penalty for adaptation away
from a predeﬁned central value. In models that do allow
the adaptation of organismic traits such as these and
(Williams and Noble, 2005), constraints on adaptation, for
example, limits on the rate of adaptation, are necessary in
order for regulation to be maintained (A7). These
assumptions are listed in Table 1.
In Daisyworld and many of its variants, assumptions
A3–A6 combine to ensure regulation: local niche construc-
tion that beneﬁts the individual also moves the global
environment towards the state at which maximum ﬁtness is
obtained. The use of these assumptions has attracted
criticism (Kirchner, 2003; Volk, 2004). Perhaps the most
pertinent is that this mechanism, whereby certain traits
have a selective advantage when they also contribute to
regulation, has yet to be shown operating on a global scale.
This has been a factor in the recent shift in the discussion
towards the possibility of global regulation arising through
incidental by-products (Lenton and Wilkinson, 2003;
Staley, 2002; Volk, 1998, 2004). Volk (2004) refers to Gaia
as ‘‘life in a wasteworld of by-products’’ as exempliﬁed by
the atmosphere, which is a repository for wastes produced
by metabolic processes where 99% of carbon dioxide,
nitrogen, and methane, have been expelled by respirers,
denitriﬁers, and living prokaryotes, respectively. Organ-
isms also consume and transform environmental materials.
As such, the term ‘by-products’ includes incidental effects
such as the ampliﬁcation of silicate weathering by plants. If
we assume that the environmental alterations responsible
for regulation are by-products then it is necessary to
dispense with assumptions A3, A4, and in many instances
A5. This can result in a system that is robust to ‘cheats’ as
by-products are incidental or obligate and consequently do
not carry any ﬁtness or energy cost (Wilkinson, 1999). By
the same token, however, Kirchner (2002) argues that a
trait yielding by-products beneﬁcial for regulation will not
necessarily propagate due to it beneﬁting carriers and non-
carriers equally. Therefore, both environmentally beneﬁcial
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Table 1
Assumptions commonly required for regulation
A1 Organisms have an effect on their environment
A2 Organisms can only survive in a certain environments
A3 Niche construction traits provide a selective advantage or
disadvantage
A4 Advantageous traits have an advantageous effect on the environment
A5 The effects of niche construction are stronger locally than globally
A6 There is a single ﬁxed environmental state that gives maximum ﬁtness
A7 There are constraints or limits on adaptation
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Critics of Gaia theory hold that any environmental
regulation that does arise does so by chance, and that life
generally just perturbs the environment subject to limits at
the extremes (Volk, 2004). Whether there is an inherent
tendency towards regulation in systems with widespread
life or not, the most plausible candidate for the creation of
any system of global regulation is some kind of mechanism
acting on by-products (Staley, 2002; Volk, 1998, 2004).
However, aside from environmental variables maintained
in limiting states by negative feedback, a mechanism for
global regulation through by-products still remains to be
found (Lenton and Wilkinson, 2003).
In the following section, we present a model that invokes
signiﬁcantly fewer assumptions than previous models that
have demonstrated environmental regulation. Models that
have previously made progress towards reducing assump-
tions include Williams and Noble (2005) in which A6 was
not present, and Staley (2002) which dispenses with
assumptions A3, A4, A5, A7, while retaining A6. Staley,
which features a different feedback structure to Daisy-
world, only considers a single niche construction effect by
allowing only white daisies. Daisyworld models that only
allow a single daisy type and therefore a single environ-
mental effect (and those that ﬁx certain combinations of
different optimal growth temperatures for each daisy type)
can also reduce the number assumptions employed. How-
ever, Wood et al. (2008) point out that a more complete
approach is to allow individuals to achieve a range of
possible effects on the environment, as well as allowing
adaptation towards a range of environments. Here, an
environmental resource and a population of individuals that
both adapt to and alter their environment is modelled. We
allow individuals to evolve that either increase or decrease
the environmental resource. In this respect, our model is
similar to those Daisyworld models that feature both black
and white daisies, and allow the optimal growth temperature
for daisies to adapt towards the local temperature (Robertson
and Robinson, 1998; Lenton and Lovelock, 2000; Williams
and Noble, 2005; Wood et al., 2006).
The model we present features assumptions A1 and A2:
all organisms modify their environment and can only
survive in certain environments. In the model, an
individual’s ﬁtness is based solely upon how well adapted
it is to the shared global environment; there are no local
environments. An individual’s niche construction will have
an effectively neutral effect on its ﬁtness. Hence, assump-
tions A3, A4, A5 are not used. Furthermore, individuals
are able to achieve equal ﬁtness anywhere within the
habitable range of resource values. Therefore, assumption
A6 is not employed; there is no ﬁxed point towards which
regulation should proceed. We do include assumption A7
as follows: we assume that the rate of evolutionary
adaptation must be constrained relative to the rate at
which the niche construction activities of the population
can change the resource levels. We consider the rate of
change of adaptation to be a function of both the rate of
mutation, and the rate of the change in the frequency of
different alleles occurring in the population due to
reproduction. While adaptation typically takes many
generations, environmental change through niche con-
struction can affect the ﬁt between organism and environ-
ment over faster time scales (Odling-Smee et al., 2003). We
assume that life perturbs the environment signiﬁcantly, and
although organisms track environmental change through
evolutionary adaptation, they cannot always immediately
and exactly follow this change as fast as it occurs.
2. Methods
The simulation model we present shares a number of
similarities with both Daisyworld and the niche construc-
tion models of Laland et al. (1996, 1999). A population of
two-locus organisms that interact with their environment
by increasing or decreasing an environmental resource is
modelled. This resource determines the ﬁtness (viability) of
the organisms, which can be adapted to different resource
levels. A real world example of such a resource could be
pH, the concentration of a particular chemical in a well-
mixed solution, the partial pressure of a gas, or tempera-
ture. External perturbation in the form of forcing can be
applied to the resource.
The environment is represented by a single, global
resource variable RA[0,100]. Individuals can survive in
the environment when R is between 15 and 85; these are the
bounds of habitability.
Each individual has a genotype that determines its effect
on the resource and the resource-level to which it is best
adapted. These traits are encoded in two loci, E and A,
respectively, each containing a real-valued number between
0 and 1. The value at E can be used to model a continuous
range of niche construction effects. Here, E is considered to
take one of two possible alleles: e which reduces the
resource, and E which increases the resource. Allowing just
two opposite niche construction effects, as opposed to a
continuous range, simpliﬁes analysis and we have veriﬁed
that it makes little difference to the results. An individual
will have the e allele if 0pEo0.5 and the E allele if
0.5pEo1. The value at A is scaled to specify the point that
the individual is best adapted to within the habitable range
of resource values AA[15,85]. It is used to calculate an
individual’s ﬁtness using an inverted parabolic function of
the resource that peaks at the A value and declines sharply
on both sides towards zero. This function is similar to the
growth function used in the Daisyworld model. The ﬁtness
of an individual i is a function of R and l, where l provides
a measure of the span of the parabola:
Fi   max 1  
 Ai   R 
2
l
2
0
8
<
:
. (1)
Natural selection is modelled using a genetic algorithm
with a proportion of the population subject to death,
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death rate of g of the population per unit of time is applied.
Therefore, on average, the lifespan of an individual is 1/g.
This may model an annual, daily or even hourly cycle. For
each death event, a tournament, where the victor is the
individual with higher ﬁtness, is held between two
randomly selected members of the population. If both
individuals have the same ﬁtness then one is randomly
chosen to be the loser. The loser of the tournament is
considered dead and removed from the population.
Both a ﬁxed population and a population of varying size
are modelled here. In the ﬁxed population model, the
winner becomes a parent and produces a single child that
replaces the loser. If both individuals have zero ﬁtness then
the loser is replaced with a new random genotype. In the
variable population model, the expected number of off-
spring produced by the winner, Ow, is determined by the
ﬁtness of winner and the size of the current population. The
density dependant component is given by the discrete time
logistic growth equation:
Ow   Fw   e r 1  n=K   , (2)
where Fw is the ﬁtness of the winner and n is the number of
individuals in the population. We set r=1 giving smooth
density-dependent growth up to a carrying capacity, K.A
minimum population size is enforced in the variable
population version. If the population size falls below 10,
then new randomly generated individuals are added to the
population until it contains 10 individuals once again.
In both models, the offspring produced are clones of the
parent that are subject to mutation. Mutation occurs with a
probability of mA and mE at the E and A loci, respectively.
This is modelled by adding a number drawn from a
Gaussian distribution of mean 0.0 and standard deviation
0.05 to the allele. Reﬂexion is used to maintain the alleles
between 0 and 1: if a mutation would result in a value
outside of these bounds, then the amount that the value
would be outside of the bound is subtracted from, or added
to, the upper or lower bound, respectively.
The rate of change of the resource is a function of the
population’s niche construction effects and the external
forcing:
dR
dt
  a
X n
i 1
Ii   b P   R . (3)
If an individual i has the resource decreasing e allele then
Ii is set to  1; if it has the resource-increasing E allele then
Ii is set to +1. Constant a determines the strength of the
niche construction such that a Ii is the environmental
effect of the ith individual. The external forcing, P, is the
value towards which the environment is being forced at
time t. This is set to increase linearly from 0 to 100 over the
course of a simulation run. Constant b determines the
strength of the forcing. In the absence of any niche
construction, the environmental resource would follow the
linear increase of the forcing parameter. Real world
examples of such an effect include thermal driving
operating on an entire biosphere from a star, or increasing
chemical input into a freshwater lake via a runoff. We
consider such forcing to be an external perturbation.
Internal perturbations, originating from within the popula-
tion, will also be produced via the stochastic death and
reproduction of individuals.
The results presented in this paper were obtained using a
Java implementation of the simulation model.
1 At each
iteration of the simulation, the forcing target P is updated
and the current resource value given by Eq. (3) is then
calculated using Euler’s forward method. Subsequently,
death and reproduction are performed as described above.
This model minimally captures the co-evolution of life
and the environment in a simple system consisting of a
resource variable and a population of individuals that both
adapt to and alter their environment. An individual’s
ﬁtness is determined purely by how well it is adapted to the
environment, and this itself is a heritable characteristic
subject to selection and mutation. Maximum ﬁtness can be
obtained anywhere within the habitable range of resource
values if an individual is adapted to the actual resource
value. As such, there are no predeﬁned optimal resource
levels for the population. The strength of an individual’s
impact on the shared global resource is given by the a
constant. For large population sizes and smaller values of
a, the E trait will be effectively neutral for an individual.
This can model a situation whereby individuals affect the
environment through by-products that immediately dis-
perse into the global environment. For regulation to arise,
it cannot begin with individual selective advantage, but
must occur at the population level. In this model, there is
equal potential for niche construction that has a negative
or a positive effect on the population as a whole, and there
is no explicit selection for either type.
3. Results
In the following results, unless otherwise stated, the
maximum population size, K, is set to 1000. The popula-
tion is initialised with 1000 randomly generated genotypes.
l is ﬁxed at 5 for all individuals; this gives a range of 10
resource values in which an individual will have non-zero
ﬁtness. The strength of the external forcing, b, is set to 0.01.
The mutation rates, mA and mE, are ﬁxed at 0.1. The death
rate, g, is ﬁxed at 0.005. Simulations continue for 100,000
units of time. Iterations of the simulation take place every
0.2 units of time. These settings result in an average of a
single reproduction tournament producing one death and
new addition to the population per simulation iteration.
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Simulations were performed in which the population had
no effect on the environment (a   0). In this scenario, as R
increases due to the external forcing, the population
continually adapts to the changing resource levels. The
average resource value that the population is adapted to, ~ A,
quickly converges to R and increases linearly as the
external forcing increases. Results are plotted in Fig. 1.
3.2. With niche construction
Simulations were performed in which a was set to 0.0005
to enable life to have an effect on the environment. The a
value and the maximum population size K determine the
maximum effect that the population can have on the
resource, and hence the maximum amount of external
perturbation/forcing that can be regulated against. Given a
strength of forcing of b   0.01, with a   0.0005 and
K   1000, the maximum difference between the resource
R, and forcing target P, that can maintained by the
population is 50 resource units.
With niche construction, regulation is swiftly established
and maintained despite the forcing and perturbations. If
regulation does break down, then after a small period of
rapid environmental change, it is established once more.
Each simulation run produces different stable states with
regulation around different resource values.
Fig. 2 shows a typical simulation run with two periods of
regulation. In this example, initially R increases linearly
with P. However, once the resource nears the habitable
range, the population’s niche construction rapidly increases
the resource level and the population adapts to these
changes. A system regulating the resource against the
forcing emerges from time   12,000 (Fig. 2(a)). Subse-
quently, regulation is maintained through the total niche
construction output of the population working against the
forcing as shown in Fig. 2(b). This is also evinced in
Fig. 2(d), which shows the transition from a population
consisting predominantly of individuals with the E
allele who increase resource levels, to one dominated by e
allele individuals who reduce resource levels. The ﬁrst
period of regulation ﬁnishes at around time   66,500, after
which the resource rapidly increases towards the forcing
target (Fig. 2(a)) and population ﬁtness drops sharply
(Fig. 2(c)). A second period of regulation is swiftly
established from time   69,000.
In order to emphasise the variety of dynamics possible
under the same parameters, in Fig. 3 we show a different
simulation run with three main periods of regulation.
During these stable periods, the composition of the
population changes in such a way that the total niche
construction output of the population will oppose the
effect of the forcing (Fig. 3(b)).
In both runs, the proportions of the two niche
construction alleles in the population do not drift as was
seen in the example without niche construction (Fig. 1(b)).
Instead polymorphisms are evident that counteract the
external forcing.
3.3. Sensitivity analysis
The results in the following section are based upon mean
measurements of the percentage time that the resource was
regulated, the number of distinct periods of regulation, and
the duration of these periods, obtained over 100 simulation
runs. [For information on how these statistics were
calculated, see Appendix A.]. The results of the sensitivity
analysis are shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 1. Typical simulation run with no niche construction effect. Panel (a) plots the resource over time (blue line); mean A is the mean resource level that
the population is adapted to; the horizontal dotted lines are the bounds of habitability outside of which life cannot survive. Panel (b) is a stacked bar chart
showing the number of individuals with the E allele and the number of individuals with the e allele.
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governed by logistic regulates the resource for, on average,
85% of the time. This demonstrates that the regulation is
not dependent on starting with the initial population size
being equal to the carrying capacity K. Furthermore, the
regulation does not depend on the size of the carrying
capacity itself. Although we have for expediency used a
relatively small carrying capacity to generate the results,
larger population sizes with proportionally smaller indivi-
dual effects (lower a values) display a similar level of
regulation. As such, we believe the results here are
applicable to a situation whereby the niche construction
allele could represent a by-product that has an effectively
neutral effect on an individual’s ﬁtness.
The mapping from the E locus to the e and E alleles can
be changed to instead map to a continuum of niche
construction effects of the over the range [ 1,1]. With this
alteration, the total amount of regulation produced
actually increases slightly (results are shown under the
heading ‘Continuous Impact Trait’). However, a greater
number of distinct periods of regulation are observed.
The regulation is robust to changes in other parameters.
The width of the ﬁtness function, l, can be freely adjusted
without damaging regulation. The system also shows
strong regulation for changes in the a value within one
order of magnitude either side of the current value of
0.0005 (with b proportionally adjusted). Lower strengths of
niche construction (ao1.0 10
 5) cause the regulation to
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Fig. 2. Typical run of the simulation with two periods of regulation. Panel (a) plots the resource over time (blue line); mean A is the mean resource level
that the population is adapted to; the diagonal dotted line is the forcing target P; the horizontal dotted lines are the bounds of viability outside of which life
cannot survive. Panel (b) plots the total niche construction output of the population. Panel (c) plots the mean ﬁtness of the population. Panel (d) is a
stacked bar chart showing the number of individuals with the E allele (who increase the resource), and the number of individuals with the e allele (who
decrease the resource).
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proportional reduction in b, the population could still
theoretically regulate against the same range of external
perturbations. This is discussed in Section 4.1. While
mutation does reduce the total amount of regulation, the
regulation is robust to mutation rates of up to 0.3. This is
also true when there are different mutation rates under this
threshold at each locus. As mutation rates increase up to
this threshold, the number of distinct periods of regulation
rises and the length of these periods decreases. This
indicates that mutation increases the likelihood of a given
period of regulation breaking down. In populations with
mutation rates the same at each locus, mutation rates of
around 0.1 produce the most regulation (Table 2).
4. The mechanism of regulation
Regulation in the model can be explained in terms of
niche construction and the maintenance of stable poly-
morphisms. Initial intuitions would suggest that as the
external forcing increases, the population would just
continually adapt to the rising resource levels. The
regulation evidenced when the population exerts an effect
on the resource emerges as follows: initially, the resource
(R) begins below the viable range of any individual. As the
forcing increases the resource level towards the lower limit
of the habitable range, eventually an individual will have
non-zero ﬁtness. We call this individual Abest. Given a
random initial population, it is equally likely to have an e
or E allele. We assume that Abest has the resource-
increasing E allele. As the frequency of Abest increases in
the population, which it will do as it has the highest ﬁtness,
the frequency of the E allele increases, causing the total
impact of the population on the resource  
P
iIi  to
increase. This moves R past the optimal resource value of
Abest. The resource level will then increase towards the next
individual with a higher A allele and so a new Abest will be
established. Once again, this individual will have an e or E
allele. If it too has the resource-increasing E allele then R
will continue to increase, transit this new Abest, and move
nearer towards the individual with the next highest A allele.
Given a randomly generated initial population, it is likely
that an individual with the resource-reducing e allele will be
rapidly encountered. Once this happens, this type (which
we will call [e, Ahigh]) will increase in frequency, decreasing P
iIi, until it retards the resource back towards
the previous Abest that has the E allele (which we will call
[E, Alow]). This produces two dominant subpopulations,
[E, Alow] and [e, Ahigh], which straddle the resource variable
and force it in opposing directions as shown in Fig. 4. This
process is subject to the effects of stochastic reproduction
and death, as well as the perturbations that the rest of the
population exert on the resource. Nevertheless, for a
signiﬁcant region in the parameter space, regulation
towards a resource value, R*, in-between the [E, Alow]
and [e, Ahigh] types, is established in this way.
Once subpopulations of the [E, Alow] and [e, Ahigh] types
have been established, regulation of the resource proceeds
as follows: If the external perturbation P were to increase,
R would increase and move closer to the optimum of the [e,
Ahigh] type. This would increase the frequency of e alleles
relative to E alleles, lead to a decrease of
P
iIi, and so
reverse the increase in R. If P were to decrease, the ﬁtness
of the [E, Alow] type would increase, which would in turn
lead to an increase in R once again. This results in R
remaining regulated against varying P.
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Fig. 3. Typical run of the simulation with three periods of regulation. Panel (a) plots the resource over time (blue line); mean A is the mean resource level
that the population is adapted to; the diagonal dotted line is the forcing target P; the horizontal dotted lines are the bounds of habitability outside of which
life cannot survive. Panel (b) is a stacked bar chart showing the number of individuals with the E allele (who increase the resource), and the number of
individuals with the e allele (who decrease the resource).
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regulation in a single simulation run. The establishment of
the [E, Alow] and [e, Ahigh] subpopulations is clearly evident
in Fig. 5(a). During the formation of regulation, the size of
the two subpopulations increases until the majority of the
population belongs to one of these two groups (Fig. 5(b)).
The resource plot in Fig. 5(a) shows that, for parameter
values used, the regulation does not result in R remaining
static between Alow and Ahigh. Instead, R oscillates
continuously around these values and R*. The origin and
impact of these oscillations is discussed in Section 4.3.
The balancing selective forces and the resulting poly-
morphic population of two dominant types that force the
resource variable in opposing directions can be understood
as an example of a rein control system. Rein control was
introduced by Clynes (1969) who hypothesised that
certain variables (e.g., core body temperature in mammals)
are maintained within a range of values by separate,
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Table 2
Sensitivity of the regulation to parameter values and versions of the model
Model version/parameter settings Percentage time in
regulation (rounded)
No. of
periods
Period length
Default 83 3.34 25,936
Logistic growth 85 5.73 18,233
Continuous impact trait 87 8.46 10,709
l
1 86 2.99 27,430
2 86 3.05 27,096
3 85 3.04 27,625
5 See default above
10 74 3.77 21,293
15 75 5.44 16,466
20 82 5.12 14,755
K, a (averaged over 10 simulation runs)
10,000, 5.0 10
 5 82 3.90 20,614
100,000, 5.0 10
 6 83 4.10 25,310
a, b
0.05, 1.0 0 0 0
0.03, 0.6 39 5.06 7772
0.01, 0.2 71 3.52 20,431
0.005, 0.1 78 3.38 22,849
0.001, 0.02 79 3.56 21,587
0.0005, 0.01 See default above
0.0001, 0.002 68 3.37 21,439
5.0 10
 5, 0.001 69 3.72 19,870
1.0 10
 5, 0.0002 29 2.94 10,221
5.0 10
 6, 0.0001 20 2.81 7785
mA, mE (both take the same value)
0 83 2.00 38,415
0.01 70 1.54 41,714
0.03 75 2.09 35,163
0.05 78 2.40 32,301
0.08 81 3.09 27,509
0.1 See default above
0.2 79 5.38 14,158
0.3 69 7.27 9171
0.4 33 7.12 1613
0.5 8 3.03 833
mA, mE (with different values)
0.01, 0.1 84 3.29 25,624
0.05, 0.2 85 4.16 19,616
0.1, 0.01 78 1.87 41,325
0.2, 0.05 82 3.44 23,745
For each parameter value/model version, the table shows the mean percentage time that the resource was regulated, the mean number of distinct periods of
regulation, and the mean length of these periods. These measurements were obtained over 100 simulation runs unless otherwise stated. Except for the
parameters being tested, all of the other parameter values were unchanged from the default settings detailed at the beginning of Section 3. These statistics
were taken during the period from time   15,000 to time   85,000 when the resource would be expected to be in the habitable range due to the external
forcing.
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to perturb the variable. The rein control concept has since
been developed in a physiological context (Saunders et al.,
1998; Koeslag et al., 1999) and latterly applied to analysis
of a simpliﬁed Daisyworld model (Harvey 2004; Dyke
and Harvey, 2005, 2006). In this model, the [E, Alow] and
[e, Ahigh] subpopulations can be regarded as unidirectional
control reins. Varying the strength of these reins (changing
the numbers of individuals within each subpopulation)
leads to the resource being regulated to within a narrow
range over varying external perturbations.
4.1. The rates of adaptation and environmental change
The regulation described above arises in the simulation
for a signiﬁcant range of parameter values. Assumption
A7, that the rate of adaptation must be constrained relative
to the rate at which the niche construction activities of the
population change the resource levels, is necessary. Both
the rate of evolutionary adaptation via new mutations, and
the rate of population turnover as existing subpopulations
increase/decrease in size, are important.
For example, during the progression to regulation, when
the [E, Alow] subpopulation pushes the environment past its
optima and towards the [e, Ahigh] subpopulation, R must be
changing fast enough relative to the change in proportions
of the two subpopulations, such that when one subpopula-
tion is ﬁtter than the other, the ﬁtter one does not take over
the entire population at the expense of the temporarily less
ﬁt. Similarly, during regulation, changes in the resource
level away from R* must be corrected before the extinction
of the subpopulation that is temporarily less viable. In
either case, the rate of adaptation must be sufﬁciently
constrained to prevent the ﬁttest subpopulation from
immediately adapting to the changing resource levels by
ﬁxing mutations at the A locus.
The a parameter, which determines the strength of the
niche construction effects, is crucial in satisfying the above
conditions. The sensitivity analysis shows that if a is set too
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Fig. 4. The ﬁtness range of the [E, Alow] type is plotted with a solid grey
line; the [e, Ahigh] type’s ﬁtness range is plotted with a solid black line. The
vertical dashed black line marks the value for R*. The resource will
be maintained, on average, around this value. When R is closer to the
[E, Alow] type, E alleles increase in frequency relative to e alleles, raising
resource levels. Conversely, when R is closer to the [e, Ahigh] type, the
relative ﬁtness of the two types leads to the resource decreasing. The niche
construction of each subpopulation pushes the resource towards R*, thus
counteracting the niche construction of the opposing subpopulation, and
together regulating R against perturbations.
Fig. 5. Close up view of the establishment of regulation during a typical simulation run. Panel (a) shows the resource levels to which the largest E and e
allele subpopulations are adapted; panel (b) shows the size of these two subpopulations. Panel (a) shows the resource (green line) becoming regulated
around the two subpopulations, with [E, Alow] and [e, Ahigh] visible in red and blue respectively. During the establishment of regulation, the size of the two
subpopulations increases until the majority of the population belong to one of these two groups (b). Note that even after regulation is established there are
continuous oscillations in the resource.
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 5, with b set to 2.0 10
 4), then
there is little regulation. This is likely to be because
population effects are not strong enough to change the
environment at a fast enough rate for assumption A7 to be
satisﬁed.
The population can and does adapt to changes in the
resource wrought by its own niche construction and the
external forcing. However, the population driven changes
in the resource can occur over a shorter timescale than the
timescale over which evolutionary adaptation operates.
4.2. How mutation can break regulation
The sensitivity analysis showed that the regulation is
robust to mutation rates of up to 30%. Without mutation,
once regulation is established it is likely to continue until
the external forcing becomes too strong for the population
to counteract. Mutation at either the E or A loci can
destroy regulation earlier than this.
We have postulated that regulation is maintained by two
subpopulations acting as control reins: the [E, Alow]
subpopulation opposes decreases in R and the [e, Ahigh]
subpopulation opposes increases in R. Genetic drift in the
E trait can lead to the gradual weakening of these control
reins as E alleles mutate to e alleles and vice versa. This
process can continue until one of the reins is not strong
enough to counteract changes in the resource. At this
point, internal or external perturbations will eject R from
between Alow and Ahigh and the regulation will break down.
Mutation at the A locus can destroy the regulation as
follows: Mutants from either the [E, Alow] or [e, Ahigh]
subpopulations with an A allele between Alow and Ahigh will
theoretically have a selective advantage over their parents
as they will be closer to R*. This results in the [E, Alow] and
[e, Ahigh] subpopulations creeping towards R*. If this
continues until Alow and Ahigh share the same A trait and
hence have the same ﬁtness, then regulation breaks down.
This is because the frequency of either subpopulation, and
hence either e or E alleles, can no longer increase at the
expense of the other in response to changes in the resource.
The model proves surprisingly resilient to such intermedi-
ate mutations at the A locus. What tends to happen in
simulation is that the two subpopulations creep towards
each other and then stabilise very close together, typically
around 0.005 resource units apart. This process is evident
in Fig. 5(a) above. Given a continuous number of A alleles
that may be realised in any genotype, as Ahigh Alow-0, the
ﬁtness gain that a mutant could achieve and the probability
of an intermediate mutation both -0. Crucially, during
regulation the resource constantly ﬂuctuates outside the
range spanned by Alow and Ahigh. This reduces the amount
of time R spends within this range and consequently
decreases the selective pressure for A alleles between Alow
and Ahigh. Internal perturbations produced by stochastic
ﬂuctuations in the population can cause these changes in R.
Furthermore, the population’s niche construction leads to
oscillations in the resource that produce a similar effect.
4.3. Population driven oscillations in the resource levels
Continuous oscillations in the resource around R* which
move the resource beyond the range spanned by the
[E, Alow] and [e, Ahigh] types are observed in simulation and
can be seen in Fig. 5(a). The oscillations arise due to the
time lag in the population’s response to the rapidly
changing environment. This effect is shown in Fig. 6,
which displays a close up view of a typical oscillation
during regulation from a single simulation. This plot is
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Fig. 6. Close up view of a typical oscillation in the resource. The vertical dotted lines separate the oscillation into four time periods: A, B, C, D. Panel (a)
shows the resource (green line), and the resources levels that [E, Alow] and [e, Ahigh] are adapted to (the red and blue lines respectively). Panel (b) shows the
size of the [E, Alow] and [e, Ahigh] subpopulations. It also shows total effect that the population and forcing has on the resource at each time step (green
line). When this is negative the net effect of the niche construction and forcing decreases the resource; when it is positive the resource will be increased.
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period A, R is rising and is closer to the [E, Alow]
subpopulation. The [E, Alow] type is therefore ﬁtter than
the [e, Ahigh] type; consequently, the frequency of E alleles
relative to e alleles is increasing. Note that the frequency of
E alleles is increasing beyond the minimum amount needed
to increase resource levels (Fig. 6(b), bottom). Once R4R*
(period B), this relationship will be reversed and e alleles
will begin to replace E alleles in the population (Fig. 6(b),
top). However, the resource does not start decreasing
immediately. This is because the ratio of E to e alleles is still
high enough to keep R increasing (Fig. 6(b), bottom). The
rate that the population adapts to the higher resource levels
through the substitution of e alleles for E alleles is not fast
enough to prevent the overshoot of R*. At the start of
period C this ratio of E to e alleles has become low enough
to reverse the direction of the resource (this is shown by
the ﬁrst intersection of the plotted line with the x-axis in
Fig. 6(b), bottom). Subsequently [e, Ahigh] will continue to
have a selective advantage as R moves back down towards
R*. During this period, the frequency of e alleles relative to
E alleles increases beyond the minimum amount needed to
reduce R (Fig. 6(b), bottom). This period of selective
advantage for [e, Ahigh] sets up the next overshoot of R* at
the start of period D and ensures the continuation of the
oscillations.
This snapshot in Fig. 6 was taken in the middle of a
period of regulation that lasted for 25,000 time steps.
During this time, the average ﬁtnesses of [E, Alow], [e, Ahigh],
and at R*, were 0.99822, 0.99801 and 0.99816, respectively.
Had the resource remained at R* and not oscillated, then
any individual adapted to R* would have had a ﬁtness of 1,
and individuals at Alow and Ahigh would have had a ﬁtness
of 0.96. Without oscillations, there would have been a
greater selective pressure for subpopulations with A alleles
in-between Alow and Ahigh.
The oscillations in the resource are driven by the changes
in the proportions of the niche construction traits over very
short timescales. These oscillations are likely to inhibit the
ﬁxation of certain mutations detrimental to regulation,
which would otherwise occur over longer timescales in a
non-oscillatory environment.
5. Discussion
The model presented here features a single global
resource variable that can be regulated around contingent
stable states via the niche construction activities of the
population. The principal mechanism underlying regula-
tion was shown to be two subpopulations operating as a
rein control system: one subpopulation, adapted to a
slightly lower resource level, increases the resource; the
other, adapted to a slightly higher resource level, decreases
the resource. Each subpopulation’s niche construction
counteracts certain perturbations and the niche construc-
tion of the other subpopulation. This can result in
oscillations in the resource around these two subpopula-
tions because of the lag in the population dynamics relative
to the quickly changing environment. These oscillations are
likely to prolong the lifespan of a period of regulation by
suppressing the ﬁxation of mutants adapted to resource
values in-between the optima of the two subpopulations.
The sensitivity analysis showed that the regulation was
robust to changes in parameter values and that allowing
mutation at both loci did not signiﬁcantly alter the regulation.
The individuals modelled here can both adapt to and
alter their environment. In this respect, the model is similar
to those Daisyworld models that allow the daisies to adapt
towards their local temperature. Of these, the Daisyworlds
of Robertson and Robinson (1998) and Wood et al. (2006)
do not produce stable environmental states, although the
latter does produce regulation in the form of temperature
oscillations between the bounds of habitability. In common
with Lenton and Lovelock (2000) and Williams and Noble
(2005), we ﬁnd that such adaptation need not prevent
stable regulating states emerging. During a stable period,
despite the genetic variation possible in the population,
regulation is achieved by two dominant subpopulations,
each of which regulates against perturbations to the
resource in a single direction. Many earlier Daisyworld
models that allow a greater range of daisy traits, for
example, those that allow a ﬁnite number of possible daisy
shades (Lovelock 1992; Lenton, 1998; Lenton and Love-
lock, 2001), similarly produce two dominant types at any
one time during regulation. Environmental oscillations
have also been reported previously in Daisyworld models.
Recently, Wood et al. (2006) demonstrated that long
period environmental oscillations between the limits of
habitability could arise as a consequence of the lag in a
population’s response to environmental change. Our
results also show internally generated oscillations due to
a similar lag. Here, the amplitude and period of the
oscillations is much shorter as they are driven by the
changes in the proportions of niche construction traits over
faster timescales than adaptation operates over. Further-
more, the oscillations are likely to play an important role
protecting the regulation against mutants that could
otherwise destroy it. The beneﬁt that niche construction
induced oscillations may yield to a population has also
been highlighted by Boyle and Lenton (2006), who showed
that environmental ﬂuctuations could limit the spread of
parasites within groups of cooperating individuals.
The regulation evident in the results presented here
requires very few assumptions in comparison to previous
models. Daisyworld and many other models feature local
environmental conditions that differ from the global
conditions. This differentiation enables a mechanism
whereby niche construction that beneﬁts the individual
also contributes to global regulation. We have shown that
such an assumption is not a prerequisite for regulation: A
resource variable can be maintained within certain limits
via the changes in frequency of niche construction alleles
that confer no immediate beneﬁt to the individuals that
carry them.
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regulation constructed from the by-products of organisms
would be a chance occurrence (Kirchner, 2003; Volk,
2004). In these simulations, an inherent tendency towards
regulation through traits that could model by-products was
evident. Kirchner (2002, 2003) have argued that a trait
yielding by-products beneﬁcial for regulation would not
necessarily spread due to it beneﬁting carriers and non-
carriers equally. The perspective of considering who
beneﬁts from a given niche construction trait is not wholly
appropriate here. The [E, Alow] and [e, Ahigh] subpopula-
tions both push the environment away from their optimum
resource levels. As such, neither beneﬁts from their niche
construction when they are considered in isolation. The
system can only really be considered as a whole, the
dynamics of which lead to two subpopulations, each
counteracting the environmental change of the other,
together enabling regulation.
Rather than regulate the resource around a predeﬁned
ﬁxed point, the system passes through a different series of
stable states during any particular simulation run. During
the rapid transitions between periods of regulation, there
are mass extinctions and expansions, before the system
stabilises on an often qualitatively different resource level
and population composition. This is consistent with the
real world. The evolutionary history of species often
reveals punctuated equilibria: periods of evolutionary stasis
interrupted by rapid innovation and change (Eldredge and
Gould, 1972). The evolution of ecosystems as evinced by
the history of marine biota (Lenton et al., 2004), can also
proceed with similar dynamics. Critics of Gaia theory
have cited the biological ampliﬁcation of some recent rapid
changes in climate as contrary to notions of global
regulation (Kirchner, 2002, 2003). Lenton and Wilkinson
(2003) point out that while in the short term the biota
may destabilise the system, from the perspective of Gaia
theory, such perturbations tend to be corrected in the long
run. In the results presented here, unstable periods
dominated by positive feedback may be observed, but
within the limits of habitability, these are quickly transited
towards stable regulating states. Regulation emerges
because it is very probable that opposing resource-
increasing and resource-decreasing subpopulations will
arise swiftly in the development of the system. The system
keeps quickly changing until it falls into such an attractor.
In this respect, its behaviour is reminiscent of Ashby’s
cybernetic model of adaption, the ultrastable system
(Ashby, 1960). The Earth and its biota can be considered
as a dynamical system that may visit numerous attractor
states as it progresses along a particular co-evolutionary
trajectory. Internal or external perturbations may result in
new stable states being found. The simple model presented
here exhibited this behaviour. We argue that such a
perspective, rather than an assumption of regulation
around ﬁxed points, is more relevant when considering
regulation in systems that are comprised of organism and
environment couplings.
Following the collapse of a regulating regime, a new
period of regulation appeared more likely to commence if
there were certain rates of mutation. In systems with
mutation, mutation rates of around 0.1 produced the most
regulation. These results could suggest that some diversity
in the population could increase the probability of stable
states arising. Dyke et al. (2007) suggested that if a
population contains a variety of different genotypes,
perhaps through mutation, then each of these could be
instrumental in seeding future periods of stability. The
genetic variation maintained could therefore enhance the
‘evolvability’ of the system and its components, affecting
long-term evolutionary dynamics. Future work could
further investigate the diversity–stability relationships in
systems regulating in the manner presented here.
The development and maintenance of regulation was a
key factor in determining the composition of the popula-
tion, including the characteristics of the inhabitants.
Laland et al. (1996, 1999) have used two-locus population
genetic models to study the evolutionary consequences of
niche construction. They found that niche construction can
support stable polymorphisms where none are expected. In
the results herein, polymorphisms were clearly evident in
the proportions of niche construction traits. These traits
did not drift as could usually be expected of selectively
neutral traits, but were instead maintained and indeed
tuned in such a way that resulted in environmental
regulation. In the real world, a correlation between such
polymorphisms and an environmental variable could
provide a signiﬁer for this form of regulation. Another
potential manifestation is the characteristic oscillation
around the stable point. It is worth reiterating that in
order for such regulation to occur, the niche-construction
traits must be selectively neutral, probably incidental or
obligate by-products. Furthermore, the rate of adaptation
must be constrained relative to the rate at which the niche
construction activities of the population can change the
resource levels. Systems that may satisfy these criteria
range from highly localised microbial ecosystems through
to organism and environment couplings that affect the
global environment. Environmental characteristics that are
potential candidates for regulation include temperature,
salinity, and pH, as well as the concentrations of various
substances in the soils, atmosphere and oceans.
Increasing the complexity and realism of the model with,
for example, the incorporation of factors such as preda-
tion, cyclical extinctions, and thermodynamic constraints,
would provide an important test of the regulatory
mechanism. It would also be worthwhile to model a
situation whereby the organisms that affect the environ-
mental resource are not the ones whose ﬁtness is directly
contingent on its value. Regulation could still arise if the
niche constructor is linked to other organisms dependent
on the resource through predator/prey relationships or
intermediate abiotic systems. Odling-Smee et al. (2003)
have highlighted the importance of such links, terming
them ‘environmentally mediated genotype associations’
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candidate real-world environmental variables through the
addition of the pertinent EMGA relationships. Addition-
ally, mathematical models could be employed to investigate
aspects of the regulation highlighted by the simulation
results. Quantifying exactly how much the oscillations in
the resource suppress the intermediate A trait mutations
which damage regulation would be a good candidate for
this type of investigation. It would also be worthwhile to
further specify the rate at which the environment has to
change relative to the rate of adaption for regulation to be
observed.
The interactions between the resource-increasing and
resource-decreasing subpopulations shown here somewhat
resemble producer/consumer relationships. Such relations
are widespread in nature and various authors have
highlighted their importance to Gaia theory (Volk, 2004).
For example, organisms can evolve to consume excess
pollutants that had been building up to the detriment of the
system. This can enable systems of chemical or nutrient
cycling to emerge. Downing and Zvirinsky’s (1999) ‘Guild’
simulation explores environmental regulation in chemical
cycling networks, demonstrating regulation towards an
optimum concentration of chemicals. A follow up called
‘Metamic’ (Downing, 2002) found that, with the incor-
poration of energy costs for niche construction, regulation
became much less probable. Both simulations employed
similar assumptions to Daisyworld. In a similar vein to the
work presented here, Williams and Lenton’s (2007) ‘Flask’
model of nutrient recycling ecosystems relaxed the assump-
tions employed by Guild and Metamic. They found that
efﬁcient cycling networks could still emerge, but so-called
‘rebel’ organisms that exploit under-utilised resources
could lead to mass or even complete extinctions of the
population. A further line of investigation would be to
examine the possibility of environmental regulation in
cycling networks arising through the speciﬁc mechanism
presented here.
We believe that this model addresses a number of
criticisms directed towards the Daisyworld model and Gaia
theory more generally. In particular, regulation does not
have to require predeﬁned optimal resource levels, nor
differing local environments. We have shown how Darwi-
nian selection operating on organisms that have a
signiﬁcant impact on their environment can produce an
efﬁcient rein control system that is able to regulate a
resource variable against a wide range of perturbations.
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Appendix A
The sensitivity analysis recorded the mean percentage
time that the resource was regulated, the mean number of
distinct periods of regulation, and the mean length of these
periods.
A period of regulation was identiﬁed by monitoring the
mean resource value ~ R and mean A trait value ~ A (the
resource value that the population is adapted to) over
intervals 200 time units long. Mean measurements are
necessary as during regulation the resource ﬂuctuates and
oscillates around the stable point. Regulation of the
resource was identiﬁed when the following conditions were
met over two or more consecutive intervals:
1. j ~ R   ~ R1jo1: The resource remains within a small range.
2. j ~ A   ~ A1jo0:25: The population is largely ﬁxed around a
single resource value.
3. j ~ R   ~ Ajol: The population is adapted to the resource
and is viable.
The subscript 1 above denotes mean readings from the
ﬁrst interval examined in a given period of regulation. To
avoid false positives, a period of regulation was only
recorded if there were more than eight sequential intervals
fulﬁlling the criteria above. The beginning of regulation is
recorded as being the start of the ﬁrst interval identiﬁed.
The end of regulation is recorded as the end of the last
interval that fulﬁls the criteria above. This conservative
measure of regulation means that the results are likely to
slightly underestimate the total amount of regulation.
Some parameter values tested could result in the
resource entering the habitable range of resource values
RA[15,85] earlier, or remaining for longer within this
range, than others. To ensure a fair comparison, results
were recorded only within the period from time   15,000 to
time   85,000 when the resource would be expected to be
in the habitable range due to the external forcing.
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